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Sex, leks, videotape

Bitter foes trade
rockets, airstrikes

By CHARLES ASHBY

Charles.Ashby@gjsentinel.com

There was only one way to
do that.
Thus the plan for the sagegrouse fembot was hatched.
“The idea came out of my
days as a ski bum in Telluride,” Patricelli said. She also
ran scientific conferences in
those days, including one on
neuromorphic
engineering,
referring to building computer
systems to mimic the way the
nervous system of an animal

Proponents of giving local
governments the ability to limit
or ban hydraulic fracturing in
Colorado aren’t the only ones
trying to get measures onto this
year’s ballot.
There’s a related effort to get
other proposals onto the fall
ballot, one of which is aimed
at local government’s pocketbooks if they
approve new
laws limiting
or banning
fracking, the
now controversial
practice of
pumping
water and
chemicals
into the
ground
to free up
natural gas
deposits.
That
measure,
currently
known as
Initiative 121,
would bar
local governments that
act outside
of state law
on oil and
gas development from
receiving any
financial benefit from oil and
gas drilling such as severance
taxes, which drillers pay based
on the amount of oil and natural gas they produce.
“All across Colorado, leading business voices, regulators,
elected officials and now voters
are pushing back against the
wave of irresponsible and un-

See GROUSE, page 5A ➤
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By JOSEF FEDERMAN and NAJIB JOBAIN
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Israel on
Tuesday launched its largest
offensive in the Gaza Strip in
nearly two years, carrying out
a blistering aerial assault on
scores of targets and killing 25
people in what officials called
an open-ended operation aimed
at ending weeks of heavy rocket
fire.
As Gaza militants unleashed
salvos on cities including Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, Israel mobilized forces along the border for
a possible ground invasion.
The offensive set off the
heaviest fighting between Israel
and the Islamic militant group
Hamas since an eight-day battle
in November 2012. The militants fired about 160 rockets at
Israel, including two intercepted over Tel Aviv, while Israel
said it attacked more than 150
sites across Gaza.
Palestinian medics reported
at least 25 dead, including six
killed in an airstrike that flattened an apartment building in
southern Gaza and set off widespread panic.
In a nationally televised statement, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said continued rocket attacks on Israeli communities would not be tolerated.
“Therefore I have ordered the
military to significantly broaden its operation against Hamas
terrorists and against the other
terrorist groups inside Gaza,”
he said. “I call on you to display
patience because this operation
could take time.”
Israel and Hamas are bitter
enemies that have engaged in
numerous rounds of fighting
over the years. But until re-
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Conservationists are taking an unusual approach to learning about the mating habits of the nearly endangered sage grouse, going so far as to
lure male grouse with a robotic female grouse decoy.

Sage grouse robot will study mating
By GARY HARMON

Gary.Harmon@gjsentinel.com

Perhaps the most scrutinized love life since Don Juan’s
is getting a closer look from a
researcher who has married
robotic technology to some
feathery primping and thrown
in a wireless video camera.
Gail Patricelli, associate
professor in the Department
of Evolution and Ecology at
the University of California,
Davis, took work she did on an
Australian bird and fashioned

an approach for the greater
sage-grouse in the western
United States, whose numbers
have fallen to the point that officials are considering listing
them as an endangered species.
One way to help a species
dancing on the edge of extinction is to learn about where it
all begins, and in the case of
the greater sage-grouse, that’s
on the lek, or mating ground.
Researchers have long been
fascinated with the courtship
of the sage grouse, noting that

the males strut in front of the
females. Elongated sacs on the
neck are inflated and used to
make a drumming sound that
presumably impresses a hen.
That much is known.
But what’s it like from the
girl’s-eye view?
“I was trying to understand
the evolution of courtship
behaviors” and better understand the male response to
female signals, Patricelli said.
And to do that, “You really
need to control the female signals.”

Obama seeks $3.7B for border crisis
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for Initiative 121.
are hoping to dissuade voters ernments received in 2012.
Such petition drives general- from approving them by showWhile all of that is going on, be a coalition of several smaller
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account for signatures that are direct job losses, but in tax rev- continue to push for a so-called Rep. Jared Polis, who is financdeclared invalid for one reason enues their local governments compromise measure that they ing much of their efforts.

GROUSE: Fembot is mounted on Mars rover-type vehicle
➤ Continued from Page One
operates.
That experience served as the
basis for building a henbot — a
robotic hen that rolled about a
lek on a track, and presumably,
on the prowl.
The henbot eventually gave
way to the fembot, with apologies to Austin Powers, which
traveled the lek on wheels.
The fembot 2.0 is mounted on
a Mars rover-like vehicle with
a dowdy hen-like covering. A
head that moves in a lifelike
fashion and which seems to
peck at the ground completes
the ensemble intended to look,
with more apologies to Powers,
sage-alicious.
And it apparently works.
An 80-second YouTube video,
“fembot 2.0,” shows the reaction
of a strutting male to the fembot, but ends abruptly.
The reason, said Patricelli,
was that while the camera was

fixed on the male in front of
the fembot, another male approached from behind and tried
to mate with the mechanical
hen, an effort that “doesn’t end
well,” Patricelli said. “She’s not
that (anatomically) accurate.”
Still, does the chain of events
suggest that the male on camera was acting as a wingman?
Not hardly, Patricelli said.
Males “don’t seem to be
helpful in any way” with other
males on the lek, Patricelli said.
In one case, two males on a
lek were so intent on fighting
that they were unaware of an
attack from above, by a falcon
that made one of the feuding
grouse a loser — and a meal.
“They’re all about protecting
their own territory,” Patricelli
said of the males, also called
cocks.
“They definitely are not very
cooperative,” she said.
For all the pomp and show,
both sexes seem to approach

courtship coyly at first, Patricelli said.
Females will peck at the
ground, foraging until they get
serious, Patricelli said, “Then
they sort of hunker down and
watch and face the male more
directly.”
The males, meanwhile, are
similarly indirect, not looking
directly at the female.
They’ll rotate when making
their sound, louder when facing
away from the female, softer in
her direction.
“They work hard out there,”
Patricelli said of the males, but
their intentions can be hard to
read until they’re actively wooing a hen.
Patricelli’s research is more
than sex, leks and videotape.
Males, for instance, will strut
and drum even as a coyote approaches, she said, confident in
the knowledge that they can fly
off before the coyote can get a
tooth on them.

Coyotes might like sage
grouse, but they don’t get them
often.
“I’ve never seen an attack
during the day,” she said.
Coyotes are nest-raiders and
chick-chompers, though, she
noted.
The real threats, however,
come from the skies. Raptors
make frequent meals of sage
grouse, Patricelli said.
The effects of noise on the
birds and their mating habits
also are of interest, she said.
Patricelli has studied the
greater sage-grouse in Wyoming, but has no plans to take
the fembot 2.0 to Colorado,
though the Gunnison sagegrouse also is intriguing.
“I would love to see them,”
but the greater sage-grouse is of
more immediate concern, Patricelli said.
“They’re so fun to watch,” Patricelli said. “They’re so charismatic.”

BORDER: Some Republicans want to see spending details
➤ Continued from Page One
hearings. Those proposals,
which are not part of Tuesday’s
request, have infuriated immigrant advocates who say they
would result in harsher treatment of kids and eliminate their
legal protections.
“Everybody’s
very
concerned. I’m one of them,” said
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill. “I just
want to make sure that at the
end of the day we’re being fair,
humane and doing this in an orderly way.”
At the same time Republicans
criticized Obama for stepping
back from asking for those legal changes, which the White
House initially had said would
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come in concert with the emergency spending request. The
White House now says those
proposals will come later.
“He just decided not to do that
because of the pushback he got
from some in his own political
base,” said Sen. John Cornyn,
R-Texas. “We need to solve the
problem, but you don’t need to
just ignore the cause of the current crisis. And that requires
more than just appropriating
$3.7 billion for additional judges
and the like.”
The back-and-forth came as
lawmakers reconvened on Capitol Hill and suggested political
struggles ahead over the unfolding situation. More than 50,000
young people have showed up

some Republicans said they
would have to review the details. “We’re going to take a look
at it. This is clearly a huge crisis,” said Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
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the first states to approve medi-

unaccompanied since last fall,
many fleeing oppressive violence in El Salvador, Guatemala
and Honduras, but also drawn
by rumors that once in the U.S.
they would be allowed to stay.
Lawmakers are now beginning to confront the full dimensions of the crisis, and their
responsibility to act, with midterm elections around the corner. It all comes with comprehensive immigration legislation
dead in Congress for the year
and Obama preparing to take
steps by his executive authority
to change the nation’s faulty immigration system where he can
— plans that could be complicated by the border crisis.
As for the spending request,
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